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By James McGrath

Sunstone Press, United States, 2012. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 229 x 150 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.James McGrath says, This collection comes
with contented clarity and confusion and a healthy spirit for experiencing the world with a
semblance of evolving wisdom and losses to be reincarnated. McGrath is a wanderer about the
Earth, frequently straying about Greece, Ireland, Japan and other mythically-related lands in
search of Valentines, Forgeries, Mirrors and Dragons. James is a poet, artist and teacher. He lives in
an old adobe house in the traditional village of La Cieneguilla, Santa Fe, New Mexico. He is known
for his narrative poetry in the KAET/PBS American Indian Artist Series of the 1970s: Charles Loloma,
Allan Houser, R.C. Gorman, Helen Hardin, Lonewolf and Morning Flower, and Fritz Scholder. His
poems have been published in nineteen anthologies. His collections of poetry, At the Edgelessness
of Light, Speaking with Magpies and Dreaming Invisible Voices, are published by Sunstone Press.
JAMES McGRATH was creative writing instructor and the Institute of American Indian Arts in Santa
Fe in the early 1960s. He spent twenty years teaching and as Arts and Humanities Coordinator for
the Department of Defense...
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ReviewsReviews

This created pdf is fantastic. Indeed, it can be perform, nonetheless an interesting and amazing literature. Its been developed in an remarkably
straightforward way and is particularly simply following i finished reading this publication by which in fact altered me, alter the way i really believe.
-- Amanda Hand Jr.-- Amanda Hand Jr.

A must buy book if you need to adding benefit. Of course, it is actually perform, still an interesting and amazing literature. I am delighted to explain how
this is basically the best book i actually have read through during my individual life and may be he best book for at any time.
-- Jarod Bartoletti-- Jarod Bartoletti
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